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The Fight for Water: How Indigenous Chileans and Lithium Corporations Compete

Lithium is essential to carbon-neutral energy systems (UN, 2022), including lithium-ion

batteries for electric vehicles and to store energy from intermittent sources such as wind and

solar installations. According to Walton (2020), “the energy sector is a key contributor to climate

change, accounting for two-thirds of global greenhouse gas emissions.”

Lithium is the 33rd most abundant element globally. It is found in the earth’s crust in very

low concentrations, between 0.002-0.006 percent by weight (Aral and Vecchio-Sadus, 2011).

Deposits of lithium in concentrations dense enough for cost-effective extraction are rare. Over

half of the world’s lithium reserves lie in salty brines under the desert in the “lithium triangle” in

South America comprising land within Argentina, Bolivia, and Chile (Otis, 2022; ITA, 2022).

Economic and technical obstacles in Argentina and Bolivia make Chile the most promising

lithium supplier (Otis, 2022). Lithium extraction in Chile’s Atacama Desert causes tension with

its inhabitants.

Lithium is extracted from aqueous brines that are pumped above the surface. Solar

evaporation accounts for 60 percent of global lithium production (Economist, 2022). Over 18

months, evaporation increases lithium concentrations, simplifying separation and purification

(Otis, 2022). Evaporation is water intensive. The pumped water is not returned until

precipitation, exacerbating extreme water scarcity and declining biodiversity in the Atacama

Desert.

The International Energy Agency projects a 40-fold increase in demand for lithium by

2040 (IEA, 2022). High demand makes commercial lithium extraction lucrative. Evaporation is

the most cost-effective extraction method, so mining companies prefer it over less harmful

techniques. This burdens local populations with water scarcity, dust, and noise emissions
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(Zanetta-Colombo et al., 2022). Lithium extraction is a necessary response to the climate

emergency as well as an environmentally destructive enterprise. Proponents and detractors

compete worldwide for support on their positions.

Lithium extraction is championed by mining corporations, like Chemical and Mining

Company of Chile (SQM), and by the trade associations they participate in, such as Iquique

Industrial Association (AII). Opposition to lithium extraction within Atacama is composed of

indigenous peoples living adjacent to mining operations. These groups have united to form a

movement through the Atacama Indigenous Council (CPA) and Plurinational Observatory of

Andean Salt Flats (OPSAL). Advocates and critics of lithium extraction in Chile advance their

agendas using legal action, protests, social and public media, business associations and corporate

statistics.

Review of Research

Chile’s mining case studies have evolved over time and identified relationships between

regulations, environmental effects and debate supporters. Romero, Méndez, and Guerra (2012)

called the precarious situation between economic development and environmental damage “one

of the greatest paradoxes that the country’s development is currently facing.” Water rights “were

managed efficiently from the economic point of view, [but] they accumulated large negative

impacts on local societies and natural landscapes.” Liu, Agusdinata, and Myint (2019)

investigated the correlation between spatiotemporal patterns from lithium extraction and

environmental degradation. Liu, Agusdinata and Myint identified the debate as ongoing; they

claim the “continuously expanding mining industry… [is] one of the critical environmental

stressors to the overall health of the local environment.”
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Political support for social movements by Latin American indigenous people has recently

increased due to the intersection of timing and allies. According to Puig (2010), “the presence

and support of outsiders might be… an element of the social capital that was necessary for the

empowerment of indigenous movements.” The global attention has provided critical pressure to

support local groups. International support can promote local change, yet interest from outside

supporters can wane if relationships are neglected.

These resources identify the environmental issues and their sources, but ignore social

movements that enabled and responded to the environmental damage. Outreach from resistance

to lithium extraction can be generalized to indigenous communities fighting for social reform.

These strategies of gaining global attention are well documented, yet they lack specialized

examples relevant to mining opposition. Strategies must adapt to global awareness for climate

change. The rise in popularity of social media has created a platform for participants to share

their views, increasing information accessibility. These developments have evolved the debate.

Extraction Critics: Lawsuits and Protests

Lithium extraction critics have utilized the Chilean court system to negotiate

environmental remediation plans. Atacama Indigenous Council (CPA), a group composed of

native communities, filed a lawsuit in 2019 that blocked a US$25 million remediation plan from

mining giant SQM (Gandara, 2020). The Council won and a tougher plan must be prepared to

repair environmental damage to their local salt flats. The new settlement will be constructed to

be more favorable to CPA. Sergio Cubillos, the Council president, announced they “will make

every effort to see SQM’s [environmental] permits revoked.” He states that damages from

lithium extraction are “immeasurable” (Sherwood, 2020; Gandara, 2020). The lawsuit from CPA
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jeopardized SQM’s US$400 million plan to expand (Surran, 2019). A similar story progresses at

the Salar de Punta Negra and Salar Atacama in northern Chile. The mining has been championed

by Minera Escondida, a subsidiary of international mining giants BHP, Antofagasta, and

Albemarle (Carerre, 2021). These companies, known for their copper exports, are expanding to

lithium due to its availability and profitability. They have been confronted in court for

environmental justice from Chile’s State Defense Council (CDE) (Cambero, 2022). In a court

document, CDE attacks mining companies stating the “extraction of… water… would have

caused damage that was foreseeable” (Mining Technology, 2022). These lawsuits provide a

roadmap for how opposition to lithium extraction can follow their lead and demand similar

reparations.

The environmental remediation plans are expensive and contain many requirements for

mining corporations. SQM reached a new settlement in August 2022; they must pay $52 million

USD and implement 52 tasks to address infractions identified by regulator Environment

Superintendency (Bnamericas, 2022b). The auditing process helped solidify the basis for CPA’s

lawsuit (Cambero, 2022). SQM must halve brine extraction and industrial water use by 2027.

The CDE demands these companies restore pre-mining conditions. The CDE’s settlement

includes 19 tasks to repair damages, including funding scientific studies to determine the

condition of the flats (Carerre, 2021). Indigenous communities are curious if healthy conditions

are a reasonable goal for this project. Popular solutions include introducing water from outside

sources to the flats, rehabilitation of herding paths and transferring water use rights to the

Chilean Ministry of Environment. These solutions are to be validated by a secondary part of the

study performed. The budget for this settlement ranges between US$81-93 million.
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Lithium extraction critics’ engagement with the Chilean government is intertwined with

the recent national political unrest (Greenfield, 2022). Former president Sebastián Piñera was

impeached in 2019 for not protecting human rights during protests (Sherwood, 2019). Piñera

supported mining growth and was criticized for financial involvement in the Dominga mining

investment scandal (France24, 2023). After his impeachment, a “constituent assembly” was

erected to rewrite Chile’s constitution that must be approved by popular vote of citizens

(Villegas, Ramos & Cambero, 2022). This assembly includes reserved seats for Indigenous

representatives (Stuenkel, 2022).

Figure 1. Protesters against the Dominga Mining Project in Santiago, Chile, January 2023 (Javier Torres /
France24, 2023)

Protesting has created a political climate that supports environmentalism. Gabriel Boric,

the new president as of March 2022, has demonstrated his support for anti-mining operations

with a January 2023 decision against the Dominga project. The Dominga project is a

multimillion iron and copper mine. It was disfavored by Santiago citizens and environmentalists
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who took to the streets of the capital on January 18, 2023 (fig. 1). They protested the mine

because of biodiversity threats to the area (Gajarado, 2023). Boric has proposed a state-run

national lithium company to keep extraction profits within Chile (Bnamericas, 2023; Silva,

2023). This political climate will prove useful for opposition to lithium extraction to receive

government support.

The fight is not over for opposition for lithium extraction in Chile. Lesley Muñoz Rivera

from Colla de Copiapo community demands a legal framework to enable communities to reject

future mining projects (Diálogo Chino, 2023). This idea has become a possibility due to recent

success with national courts and governmental policy.

Extraction Critics: Social and Public Media

Globalized politics has made social media an ideal platform to share ideas. Extraction

opposers use social media to highlight struggles and organize social protests. International

proponents of mining operations in low-income countries defend it as a means to finance social

reform. However, critics think this neo-extractivist defense cloaks neocolonialism. The power to

control how the “just energy transition” is executed is held by those advantaged by established

global systems (Turley et al., 2022). Without their support, communities lacking political and

discursive power carry the unequal hardship of industrialization supporting the green energy

transition. Opposition to lithium extraction has incorporated these ideas into social media to

publicize struggles.
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Figure 2. Banner from OPSAL’s Twitter Profile (2022)

The Plurinational Observatory of Andean Salt Flats (OPSAL) represents indigenous

peoples of the Atacama region. OPSAL maintains a constant presence on Twitter. In a Twitter

post (fig. 2), a banner portrays a dead flamingo under the words “No Seremos Zona de Sacrificio

[We are not a Sacrifice Zone]” (OPSAL [@OPSAL_], 2022). This image warns of wetland

destruction with a familiar animal. The strong language of “sacrifice zone” will resonate with

those who are unaware of the group’s agenda. Sacrifice zones are areas where marginalized

communities live in proximity to polluting industries (Lerner, 2011). OPSAL’s twitter page has

1,500 followers as of March 2023 and posts or interacts with other media daily to drive

awareness (OPSAL, 2023).

Extraction opposition have detailed their outreach using written media like online

journals and books. OPSAL and Colla de Copiapo community representative Lesley Muñoz

Rivera has become a spokeswoman for their cause. She wrote about her strategy for broadcasting

her stance at the United Nations 27th Conference of the Parties on Climate Change (COP27)

(OPSAL, 2022). Rivera planned to speak at events hosted at the Indigenous Peoples Pavilion.

She declared she will “correct this discourse that lithium is the solution because, in reality, it only
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generates answers to the crisis as experienced in the global north.” Rivera wishes to “reach the

people who invest in these strategic minerals… to make them see that their solutions increase

problems of the global south, they are polluting and destroying us because of their little

empathy.” The end of her article directs readers to OPSAL’s social media and a book on the

topic: Andean Salt Flats - Ecology of Knowledge for the Protection of Our Salt Flats and

Wetlands, which is a collection of essays by indigenous people, academics and other participants

(OPSAL, 2021).

Critics of lithium extraction advance their positions by interviewing at conferences.

COP27 was a success for broadcasting messages from lithium extraction denouncers to the

world. Rivera became a recurring subject of articles released about the conference including

media published by popular online sites like Truthout and Guardian. Rivera was able to unite

with other voices for indigenous movements such as critics of gas extraction in Africa and wind

farms built on indigenous territory in Kenya (Lakhani, 2022). At the conference, she stated that

the problem with carbon emission solutions is that they are only “being looked at in a segmented

way… not seeing that water, communities and ecosystems are also affected” (Dryer, Brito-Millán

& Salomón, 2022). Rivera and other extraction detractors claim that the summit has “pitted the

human rights of Indigenous peoples against rich nation’s energy needs.” The indigenous groups,

who the UN excludes in negotiations, fear the solutions from COP27 ignore the negative impacts

of extraction. Ramón Balázar, co-coordinator of OPSAL, worries that lithium extraction impacts

will be greenwashed using “responsible mining certifications.”

Rivera, Balázar and other members of OPSAL and the Colla Indigenous Community of

Copiapó post daily on social media to inform the world of their struggles. Through these social
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and public media publishings, lithium extraction opposition has called attention to the real people

whose lives are at stake, reaching groups with more social currency.

Extraction Advocates: Trade Associations

Proponents of lithium extraction have formed trade associations with other industrial

companies to support policy for their respective fields. Within the Atacama region, a notable

group is the Iquique Industrial Association (AII). On their homepage, AII declares a viewer can

“find details of the work of our union in favor of promoting… business development… focused

on areas of suppliers, human capital, sustainability, generation of networks and businesses, and

the internationalization of SMEs [subject matter experts]” (AII). This group represents industrial

focused companies in Iquique, Chile, including SQM, a major lithium miner, and BHP, a major

copper miner (AII, 2022). Both companies are involved in lawsuits from extraction resistance.

AII is “strongly supported” by Expande Minera, a conglomerate of mining companies that have

united for “commitment… to the regional [mining] ecosystem” (Expande Minera, 2019).

Expande Minera declares they create “virtuous circles among challenges to the natural resources

industry” (Expande Minera). They are an umbrella of strategic partners such as CORFO,

Antofagasta Minerals, BHP, the Ministry of Economy, and the Ministry of Mining. Expande

Minera partners with the Alta Ley National Mining Program, a Chilean public-private initiative

whose objective is to “strengthen and energize the mining innovation ecosystem” (Alta Ley,

2019). Association of Industrial Mining Suppliers (Aprimin), another major pro-mining group,

represents over 120 companies including internationally recognized enterprises like 3M,

Deloitte, and PPG (APRIMIN).
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Extraction proponents use trade associations to publish written media denouncing mining

regulation policy with economics. AII persuades the local government that increasing mining

taxes will lower global investment. AII declares they are “defending the motor for development”

and warns that mining opposition hurts the economy and is disadvantageous to all citizens (AII,

2022). Philippe Hemmerdinger, the president of Aprimin, warns “if there are no clear or

long-term rules regarding mining taxation, investments will not reach Chile'' (Bnamericas, 2023).

Aprimin opposes implementation of mining royalties due to inconsistencies between sites’ purity

grades and current profit margins (Cherrington et al., 2023). Hemmerdinger stresses if “Chile has

a tax that does not allow the mining sector to be relatively profitable, we will not receive

investment” (Bnamericas, 2023). Sergio Hernández, another Aprimin executive, warns that a

long period for return on mining investment mixed with politics favoring heavy regulation will

deter international investment (Bnamericas, 2021a).

Extraction advocates utilize trade associations to broadcast media criticizing the

state-owned lithium corporation. Aprimin has spoken out against the idea. Hemmerdinger states

the initiative is a “waste of resources” (Bnamericas, 2023). Hernández denounced the suggestion

and its purpose to reduce the private sector. Aprimin believes the state should focus on other

humanitarian efforts, not mining (Bnamericas, 2021a).

Trade associations representing proponents of extraction have publicized their

disapproval of changes to constitutional mining policy. Joaquín Villarino, CEO of Consejo

Minero, stated “several proposals have been bad, including general bans to mining activities...,

nationalization of certain mining activities, and a confiscatory royalty of 25%” (Cherrington et

al., 2023). Hernández stated the mining suppliers Aprimin represents were worried by vague

constitutional language that could add uncertainty to the regulatory future (Bnamericas, 2021a).
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One of the clauses prohibited mining in glacial areas to protect the environment. Hernández

claims this idea is “absolutism and environmental fanaticism. The new regulations could harm

the fight against climate change since minerals are essential for decarbonization.” Hernández

criticized the new proposed tax between 56-58 percent, higher than the current value of 40

percent. The increase is to finance the country’s social programs, but mining advocates feel it is

unfair to lose competitiveness to support the country. Hemmerdinger identifies that a main

challenge for Aprimin in 2023 will be representing and defending the mining sector throughout

the constitutional process (Bnamericas, 2023).

Advocates for lithium extraction have unionized to form many pro-mining organizations

that perform outreach, publish press releases, and discuss policy. These associations will

continue to apply pressure as mining policy evolves with constitutional drafting.

Extraction Advocates: Statistics and Industry Modernization

Advocates of lithium extraction broadcast media defending the national mining industry

with job and profitability statistics. The Chilean mining industry directly employed 221,000

people in 2021, a 10.5 percent increase from 2020 (Garside, 2023). Mining represents nearly 15

percent of Chile’s overall GDP, up from US$20 billion in 2016 to US$317 billion in 2021 (ITA,

2022; Copper Alliance, 2018b). According to Copper Alliance, “as a direct result of the natural

resource export model, by 2016 less than a third of the [Chilean] population was below the

poverty line, incomes quadrupled, and Chile became one of the two highest-income Latin

American economies'' (Copper Alliance, 2018a). They also claim that every mining job creates

3.7 additional jobs in other sectors, with the average mining salary between 80-110 percent

higher than the regional average (Copper Alliance, 2018b; Voetmann, 2018).
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Figure 3. SQM Brine Extraction and Reinjection Rates from August 2022 – March 2023 from the
Atacama Site [green-reinjection, blue-fresh extraction, yellow line-net extraction] (SQM Online, 2023)

Extraction advocates show that their mining operations can be better for the environment

with sustainability statistics. SQM cites job opportunities and the use of solar energy as

advantages of their operations. They utilize 3,000 hectares of solar evaporation ponds with 91.3

percent of their energy coming from solar power (SQM, 2022a). In their 2021 sustainability

report, they detail progress toward water use reduction, increase in renewable energy, reduction

of CO2 emissions and reduction of brine extraction from the Atacama Salt Flats (SQM, 2022b).

SQM has implemented an online monitoring system for the brine in the Atacama Desert to

“communicate the environmental information… with communities and interested parties” (SQM

Online, 2023). Currently, the extraction rate for 2023 is 208 liters per second, 17 percent of the

2022 flow rate and 14 percent of the 2020 flow rate (fig. 3). The online monitoring data is shown

above. The sharp decrease in 2023 flow rate is most likely a side effect from the downtimes in

February. Copper Alliance is a part of the International Copper Association, a nonprofit aiming

“to make a positive contribution to the UN Sustainable Development Goals” (ICA). They back
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mining companies in the Atacama region that mine both copper and lithium. Copper Alliance

claims the mining industry is innovative including sea water integration using desalination, with

annual increases in utilization as high as 26 percent in 2016 (Copper Alliance, 2018b;

Cherrington et al., 2023). To develop new operations in a sustainable manner, Copper Alliance

works with NGOs Alliance to Save Energy and Clean Energy Solutions Center and

intergovernmental organizations Global Environment Facility and United Nations Environment.

They are committed to improving economic development, sustainable energy, city/community

innovation and public health (Copper Alliance, 2018b).

Local and international extraction companies convince local populations that mining can

be environmentally friendly through media detailing sustainable extraction. Copper Alliance has

initiated the Modern Mine program to outline steps that evolve mining strategies to fit

sustainable goals. Modern mines are “consuming less water, emitting fewer pollutants and using

renewable energy” (Modern Mine, 2022). This is achieved through renewable mine power,

utilizing electric vehicles, designing extraction methods beginning with current waste streams,

and investigating waste stream reuse in other industries like cement. The modern mining process

ends with land reclamation supporting biodiversity and local communities. Replanting, landscape

reshaping, water treatment and long-term management can remedy environmental changes from

mining. By implementing modern mines, extraction companies claim damage from mining is

short-term. The Canadian Government has also encouraged extraction of critical metals. Mining

companies are expanding into indigenous regions to meet projected demand. Lana Eagle, vice

president of indigenous affairs at Common Good Mining (CGM), reassures extraction critics that

their strategy of “tiny mines” will enable complete rehabilitation of the land (Vermes, 2023).

CGM drills small holes and extracts minerals from that volume of land. Their strategy is an
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example of how advocates of mineral extraction are working with indigenous communities by

minimizing negative impacts and prioritizing equity partnerships (CGM, 2022).

The mining industry has benefited citizens of Chile by providing jobs and enabling

increases in humanitarian metrics. Using figures and statistics, extraction advocates have worked

to convince extraction resistors that their operations are sustainable and can adhere to new

environmental regulations.

Conclusion

Chile is trapped between two contradicting goals: environmental preservation and

economic growth. This decision has been recently accentuated in the discourse on reversing

climate change. Current cures involve the addition of highly technical solutions like lithium ion

batteries and electric vehicles. When considered across their entire life cycle, including mining

and disposal, these technologies have severe drawbacks. They have negatively impacted

indigenous communities excluded from global debates. By including all participants, the best

solution for everyone can be identified and executed.

The mining debate in the Atacama region is evolving due to recent Chilean political

unrest, attention on social media and increasing raw materials demand from the Global North.

The future of mining relies on prospective technological advancement and sustainable

implementation. How corporations profit and the publicization of the industry will depend on the

ratification of the new Chilean constitution. Future global conferences will shape both sides of

the debate and identify net-positive solutions to climate change that include indigenous voices.

The strong discourse between critics and proponents of lithium extraction in Chile continues and

will be impacted by the many societal forces at play in the coming years.
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